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Our Play Football KICK2000

This product presentation of the play football KICK2000 is primarily meant to 

be a source of inspiration for all those who are thinking of purchasing a unique 

play attraction. Not only does the present volume show play options for kids, 

but also unique ways to use it for investors, leisure parks, shopping centres, 

football stadiums as well as private investors.

Why are you holding this exclusive 

product presentation in your hands?

Attractions of Manufactory Quality



Welcome to our attraction manufactory. I am very pleased to welcome you. My name is Thomas Büchel.

I am the managing director of atlantics, the attraction manufactory.

Surely, you still well remember the Football World Cup 2006 in Germany. Fascinated by that great event, 

we developed the play football KICK2000 as sort of a „little brother“ of the FIFA FOOTBALL GLOBUS. 

See for yourself on the following pages that each play football is one of a kind and as such a unique 

reflection of our premium manufactory quality.

Should you have any further questions, wishes or comments, please do not 

hesitate to contact me any time. Thank you very much for your interest and attention.

atlantics - The Attraction Manufactory 
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At atlantics in Döbeln attractive play sets of premium quality are created. Each of our products excels thanks to high-

quality materials, first-class workmanship, high practical value and modern design. The driving force behind our 

medium-sized, owner-managed and specialised company is based on its inventors, whose passionate play instinct 

helps them to continuously come up with new ideas. Each result has to live up to the expectations they would have had 

regarding such playground equipment when they were children themselves.
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Our Play Football KICK2000 

Only playing with it is better

Its impressive appearance will surely leave everyone stunned! First and foremost, however, 

it will be the total highlight for any young visitor. With its diameter of more than 4 metres, the 

KICK2000 is a great eye-catcher and advertising medium at any location. Our Kick2000 excels 

thanks to the top-quality materials that have been used, its fi rst-class workmanship and high 

practical value. 

The variety of play options, such as climbing, sliding and brachiating does not only fi re any child’s 

imagination, but what’s more, also helps improve their motor skills. Just see for yourself and let the 

play football KICK2000 fascinate you on the following pages.
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The special wavy slide 

with its 30° outwardly 

bent side walls is the high-

light of our KICK2000. The 

stainless steel slide perfectly 

harmonises with the design of 

the play football at its pentagonal 

opening already. Not only is the sli-

de, thanks to its sophisticated design, 

the central play function offering spee-

dy sliding experience, it also rounds off 

the overall concept of the KICK2000 as an 

attractive play highlight.

Play Slide 
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A sportive challenge for the litt-

le ones – the climbing wall 

with climbing handles 

made from cast stone. 

The handles offer safe-

ty for climbing and re-

inforce self-confi dence.

atlantics.de

The sliding pole made 

from stainless steel 

V2A and bent by means 

of open die forging lets 

the kids slide down from 

the upper platform in full 

swing.

Climbing Wall

Climbing Pole
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An ideal play op-

tion. The climbing 

net helps increase 

body control and co-

ordination.

Climbing Net 

Climbing Bars

Even the little ones can easily 

reach the play platforms of 

the play football thanks to the 

climbing bars.
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“hide and seek...“ the play 

den in the lower part of the 

KICK2000 offers great ways 

to hide away.

Entry Play Den 

Play Platforms 

Our play football 

KICK2000 possesses 3 

play platforms. They 

grant access to the 

various play options, 

such as the wavy slide, the 

fi remen’s pole and the clim-

bing net...
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Our play football KICK2000 is an ex-

clusive play set, which on the one 

hand is a high-value attraction for 

the young and young at heart and 

on the other hand emphasises and 

conveys the child-friendly image of 

the sponsor in a unique way. We 

are happy to let your ideas and 

suggestions infl uence the design. 

Your corporate design require-

ments as well as individual re-

quests concerning the colours 

used will be fulfi lled and im-

plemented as requested. You 

will be swept off your feet by 

the communicative strength of 

our play football KICK2000.

design | neutral

design | neutral

design | atlantics

design | Sparkasse

design | football club

design | football club

Design Options
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Technical Documentation 

The chapter technical documentation 

consists of the following topics: 

general information and views of the play football KICK2000   > starting page 16

foundation plan for the play football KICK2000     > starting page 20

service notes for the play football KICK2000     > starting page 22

TÜV certificate for the play football KICK2000     > starting page 26

Attractions of Manufactory Quality
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size  (diameter) 4.00 metre

platform heights 1.10 metre; 1.70 metre; 2.40 metre

safety area 8.60 x 12.20 metre

basic construction stainless steel V2A

covering HPL - boards (10mm)

climbing handles cast stone

attachment parts stainless steel V2A

Technical Documentation 

general information and views 

of the play football KICK2000 

front view

3900

Attractions of Manufactory Quality
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left viewtop view
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Technical Documentation 

foundation plan for the play KICK2000

Prior to assembly of the KICK2000 the required 

foundation is to be built according to the adjacent 

foundation plan. 

First of all, mark the entire safety area at the designated 

place of installation. Following you can measure the 

position of the foundation in relation to the safety area.

After excavating the foundation hole, it gets backfilled 

and compacted with concrete B25 up to10 cm 

underneath the OK finished floor level. Make sure that 

the foundation surface is evenly levelled so that the 

floor frame to be anchored at a later stage will lie flat on 

the surface!

After a minimum 24 hour setting of the foundation, 

assembly of the play football can begin.  

detail on safety surface 

foundation B x L x T (in mm)

1 600 x 600 x 600

foundation size 

OK-Boden 10
0

90
0

10
00

86
00

12000

39
50

4500

1400

14
00

Attractions of Manufactory Quality
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Technical Documentation 

service notes for the play football KICK2000

Our KICK2000 is a quality product manufactured in 

accordance with EN1176. To make sure that you can 

take a lot of pleasure in your KICK2000 for a long time, 

it is, however, essential to carry out the following 

maintenance steps. 

Two weeks after assembly of the KICK2000 all bolted 

connections are to be re-tightened. Make sure that 

all joining parts are directly connected and that any 

existing protective caps get re-attached afterwards.

Periodic in-depth maintenance is to be carried 

out, which should also get documented in case 

of any future damage.

Once a year, a general inspection in regard to 

any hidden damage such as rust, welding cracks, 

deformations and the like has to be carried out. In 

addition, the KICK2000 should annually be inspected 

by the TÜV in accordance with the regulations of 

the Gemeinde-Unfallversicherungs-Verband (GUV, 

Community Accident Insurance Association). In that 

inspection, particular attention is paid to the direct 

surroundings of the football.   

 

YOU CAN AUTHOrISE OUr AFTEr SALES SErVICE TO 

ArrANGE FOr THE INSPECTION AND FINAL TECHNICAL 

INSPECTION BY THE TÜV. ANY MAINTENANCE AND 

rEPAIr WOrK IS TO BE rECOrDED, E.G. IN A LOG BOOK. 

Any worn or faulty parts are to be replaced!

Please make sure that only original parts are used for 

any replacement or re-fitting. This will guarantee safety 

and serviceability of the KICK2000 and at the same time 

ensure continued validity of the GS sign and warranty.

Surface Maintenance 

Depending on the specific location and strain, painted 

surfaces can be cleaned using a cleaning agent for 

synthetic material to remove finger prints, shoe marks 

and the like. Pure stainless steel surfaces might be 

treated with a cleaning agent for stainless steel and 

protective oil.

The following points are to be inspected particularly thoroughly:

> slide surfaces and climbing net for 

 any damage or burr formation 

> bolted connections for tightness 

> foundations for sufficient safety surface

> cleanliness inside the play football as  well  

 as on safety surface (e.g. glas, tins and the like) 

> climbing stones for proper 

 connection and tightness 
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Technical Documentation 

TÜV Certificate for the Play Football KICK2000

Guaranteeing maximum play safety of our little 

footballers was one of the key aspects throughout the 

construction of the KICK2000. At the planning stage of 

the KICK2000 already, we used the advisory capacity of 

the TÜV SÜD Product Service. 

It has been of greatest importance to us to meet 

the high demands of the European Standards for 

Playground Equipment EN 1176 and to thoroughly 

implement those in building the KICK2000. Upon 

completion of the prototype, a comprehensive final 

inspection carried out by the TÜV SÜD Product Service 

was conducted in our manufactory with the following 

result: TÜV announces KICK OFF

To get a detailed picture of the TÜV acceptance of our 

KICK2000, please find the corresponding certificate on 

the following page. 




